
Headlines for May 7, 2022 – Winston Churchill was a Homosexual Jewish Traitor
Like Zelensky

Description

(left, “Winston Churchill”) 

Please send links and comments to hmakow@gmail.com

George W. Bush Hails Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelensky As The ‘Winston Churchill Of Our 
Time’

In a statement released by the Presidential Center Bush said “I was honored to spend a few minutes
talking with President Zelenskyy, the Winston Churchill of our time this morning. I thanked the
President for his leadership, his example, and his commitment to liberty, and I saluted the courage of
the Ukrainian people”
—

Winston Churchill — Crypto Jew

Winston Churchill- Jewish Banker Sock Puppet

Winston Churchill- Homosexual Pedophile

—–

THE PLAN – The WHO plans for 10 years of pandemics form 2020 to 2030
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THE PLAN shows the official agenda of the World Health Organization to have ten years of ongoing
pandemics, from 2020 to 2030. This is revealed by a WHO virologist, Marion Koopmans. You will also
see shocking evidence that the first pandemic was planned and abundantly announced right before it
happened. Make sure to watch, and share this everywhere.

https://wethepundit.com/the-plan-the-who-plans-for-10-years-of-pandemics-form-2020-to-2030/

More information, and to see all the documents featured in THE PLAN, go to:
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/proof

Be warned: WHO’s “Pandemic Treaty” will destroy all remaining freedoms and unleash a 
global MEDICAL DICTATORSHIP

https://wethepundit.com/be-warned-whos-pandemic-treaty-will-destroy-all-remaining-freedoms-and-
unleash-a-global-medical-dictatorship-naturalnews-com-3/

–
The Global Pandemic Treaty: What You Need to Know

The World Health Organization has already begun drafting a global pandemic treaty on pandemic
preparedness. What form will it take? What teeth will it have? How will it further the globalists in
cementing the biosecurity grid into place? James breaks it down in today’s episode of The Corbett
Report podcast.

https://wethepundit.com/the-global-pandemic-treaty-what-you-need-to-know-activist-post-3/

—
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(left, credit Jim Stone)

Dr. Zelenko – WWIII – Civil War on the Horizon & More Viruses Coming

https://wethepundit.com/dr-zelenko-wwiii-civil-war-on-the-horizon-more-viruses-coming/

—

In this video, Dr. Naomi Wolf joins The Absolute Truth with Emerald Robinson and shares the 
latest updates regarding the research of 2500 + volunteers who have been tirelessly collecting 
the secrets stored away in Pfizer’s secret documents.

Hidden side effects, vaccine failure, and more.

https://wethepundit.com/dr-naomi-wolf-shares-shocking-new-pfizer-discoveries/
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—

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich – URGENT WARNING to the World: AIDS Will Be Their Next Move!

He and his team believe based on a range of factors that the next plan of the globalists is to launch a
fear campaign concerning AIDS. This has been made possible through the weakened immune
systems of those who have been injected. This echoes advice from experts such as Dr. Zelenko.

Dr. Fuellmich wants to remind the world that AIDS is not airborne, and that this will be vaccine-induced
AIDS

https://wethepundit.com/dr-reiner-fuellmich-urgent-warning-to-the-world-aids-will-be-their-next-move/

—

Biden Handing Over US Sovereignty to the UN World Health Organization (WHO)

At an upcoming conference on May 22 – 28, ultimate control over America’s healthcare system is
scheduled to be delivered, pending a vote, to the World Health Organization that will give sweeping
power to the WHO’s Director-General to declare health emergencies or crises in any nation, even if
that nation opposes it.

Please take seriously the severity of this existential threat to everything free people hold dear. Do
everything in your power to pass this report on to others and to find ways to communicate with and to
influence people to stop empowering WHO to take over our national sovereignty and freedom.

https://needtoknow.news/2022/05/biden-handing-over-us-sovereignty-to-the-un-world-health-
organization-who/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=biden-handing-over-us-
sovereignty-to-the-un-world-health-organization-who

—
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Edmonton Reader writes-

“Noticed this morning on the ticker tape of the state sponsored propaganda news (CBC) that a doctor
with the Stollery Children’s Hospital in Edmonton has made a public announcement that there is an
“unprecedented” increase in emergency room visits to the hospital and long wait times in emergency.  I
would surmise that this is injuries caused by the clot shot. Naturally this was not mentioned because no
doubt that doctor would have his nuts cut off and cooked if he dared point the finger at the kill shot.  
The clever evilness of this ongoing genocide must be satanic in origin for surely convincing parents
that they are protecting their children while they are actually maiming and murdering them shows the
machinations of a diabolical entity beyond human understanding.”

–

Court rejects bid by B.C. government to throw out case against COVID vaccination orders

The petition filed by an advocacy group argues Dr. Bonnie Henry’s orders requiring 
vaccinations for health care workers are unconstitutional
Author of the article:

https://nationalpost.com/news/local-news/court-rejects-bid-by-bc-to-throw-out-covid-legal-
challenge/wcm/2c6f48dc-1e58-471c-8422-
b1752915418d?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR154K3plzfRc0JjW7vibcbDe2tfhINVzTEo6MuwFPXGo6lI0iOn8kfyb-
I#Echobox=1651808392
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—

Polish President Declared “Erasure Of Borders” With Ukraine, Preparing For War With Russia

https://southfront.org/polish-president-declared-erasure-of-borders-with-ukraine-preparing-for-war-with-
russia/

The only thing i remember from first year history was the professor saying, “Poland is a canary that
tried to swallow two cats.”

—

YouTube Announces It Will Ban Channels Denying Or Downplaying Russia’s Invasion Of 
Ukraine

So far YouTube has removed 8,000 channels and 60,000 videos that question the official narrative.

—

Ireland is Discussing Abolishing Personal Property Rights. Are We Next?

—

Rixon Stewart — 

Its Official: Plan B is Underway: World War Three 

The elite are desperately working to reduce the global population. The supposed pandemic has failed;
it wasn’t killing sufficient numbers fast enough and too many people were waking up to the pandemic’s
real agenda.

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=253156

——-
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Organized Jewry prepared to protest Roe Vs Wade before the leak

Proof the whole thing is another Jewish psy op designed to divide US society

—

CNN Moves Partner of New White House Press Secretary Off Political Beat

Suzanne Malveaux, the reporter, is in a relationship with Karine Jean-Pierre, who has been the White
House’s principal deputy press secretary and was named Thursday as the successor to outgoing press
secretary Jen Psaki.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/cnn-moves-partner-of-new-white-house-press-secretary-off-political-
beat_4450883.html

—

Davos Man, his World Economic Forum, and his Servants

https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/05/06/davos-man-his-wef-and-his-servants/

The purpose of this essay and the accompanying spreadsheet is to provide you with 
information and transparency about who these people are, where they come from, what their 
ethics and policy positions are, where they work, what sectors they work in, and when they 
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were trained to do the bidding of the World Economic Forum (“WEF”).

—

‘Absolutely Despicable’ EU Votes to Extend COVID Passes Until 2023

The European Union’s parliament has voted to extend the bloc’s regime of COVID passes until 2023
despite harsh criticism from some elected representatives.

—

Nestle caught smuggling cocaine

https://strangesounds.org/2022/05/this-is-why-nespresso-is-so-addictive-swiss-police-seize-500kg-of-
cocaine-at-nespresso-factory.html
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